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Actual:Actual:Actual:Actual:        55551.01.01.01.0    

Previous: 51.1 

Consensus: 51.1 

Berenberg: 51.1 

 

A story ofA story ofA story ofA story of    rrrreform laggards and leaderseform laggards and leaderseform laggards and leaderseform laggards and leaders. The February Eurozone manufacturing PMI was revised down a touch 

in the final readings today, to 51.0 from 51.1. Manufacturing output showed no improvement in momentum be-

tween January and February. But that relative lack of action at the headline level conceals the underlying story. At 

the top of the Eurozone league table sits Ireland, with a manufacturing PMI of 57.5, a 15 year high. Next comes 

Spain whose PMI, despite a small decline, still recorded a creditable 54.2. Italy surged above Germany into fourth 

place with a PMI of 51.9, up two points on the month. At the bottom sit lowly Greece and France, in that order. 

Judged by the manufacturing PMI, President Hollande is almost managing to outdo the double populist coalition 

in Greece in the stakes over who can hurt the economy the most. Greece’s PMI improved 0.1 points on the month, 

but new orders fell at their fastest rate since July 2013 on the political uncertainty. The overall story for the Euro-

zone then is of countries swallowing the bitter medicine of reform seeing strong growth, and those refusing to 

take the medicine, or actually actively doing yet more harm, seeing weak growth. 

 

The fighting in Eastern UkraineThe fighting in Eastern UkraineThe fighting in Eastern UkraineThe fighting in Eastern Ukraine    and the Greek crisis and the Greek crisis and the Greek crisis and the Greek crisis may be keeping Eurozone manufacturing subdued may be keeping Eurozone manufacturing subdued may be keeping Eurozone manufacturing subdued may be keeping Eurozone manufacturing subdued 

overall.overall.overall.overall. The flash services PMI was better than manufacturing, so Wednesday’s final readings for that and the 

composite PMI will probably still point to strengthening economic momentum overall as the ECB’s stimulus, the 

lower euro and cheap oil prices add a bit of oomph into the recovery. Despite some wobbles in internationally 

exposed manufacturing, the Eurozone economy has largely shrugged off the Greek crisis and continued troubles 

in Ukraine. As well as the composite PMI rising, real M1 growth – a good leading indicator for GDP – accelerated 

sharply in January, while the EC economic sentiment measure also rose in February. Even in manufacturing the 

outlook may be brightening. Some of the PMI reports today highlighted the beneficial effect for manufacturers of 

a cheaper euro. New order flows rose at their fastest rate in seven months, while manufacturing employment 

grew for the sixth consecutive month. We expect Eurozone growth to reach trend rates by the summer 

 

 

Index levelIndex levelIndex levelIndex level    FEBFEBFEBFEB    JANJANJANJAN    DECDECDECDEC    NOVNOVNOVNOV    OCTOCTOCTOCT    SEPSEPSEPSEP    

EurozoneEurozoneEurozoneEurozone    51.051.051.051.0    51.051.051.051.0    50.650.650.650.6    50.150.150.150.1    50.650.650.650.6    50.350.350.350.3    

Italy 51.9 49.9 48.4 49.0 49.0 50.7 

Spain 54.2 54.7 53.8 54.7 52.6 52.5 

Germany 51.1 50.9 51.2 49.5 51.4 49.9 

France 47.6 49.2 47.5 48.4 48.5 48.8 

Greece 48.4 48.3 49.4 49.1 48.8 48.4 

Ireland 57.5 55.1 56.9 56.2 56.6 55.7 

 
Source: Markit 
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This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market profession-

als, it is not a financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act 

(Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The 

message does not claim completeness regarding the information on the developments referred to in it. On 

no account should it be regarded as a substitute for the recipient’s procuring information for himself or 

exercising his own judgements. The message may include certain descriptions, statements, estimates, and 

conclusions underlining potential development based on assumptions, which may turn out to be incorrect. 

Berenberg and/or its employees accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or dam-

ages of any kind arising out of the use of this message or any part of its content. -- For full economics 

reports please visit our website or contact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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